We propose a realistic theory based on the SU(3)c ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R ⊗ U(1)X gauge group which requires the number of families to match the number of colors. In the simplest realization neutrino masses arise from the canonical seesaw mechanism and their smallness correlates with the observed V-A nature of the weak force. Depending on the symmetry breaking path to the Standard Model one recovers either a left-right symmetric theory or one based on the SU(3)c ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ U(1) symmetry as the "next" step towards new physics.
INTRODUCTION
Despite its great success, the Standard Model (SM) is an incomplete theory, since it fails to account for some fundamental phenomena such as the existence of neutrino masses, the underlying dynamics responsible for their smallness, the existence three families, the role of parity as a fundamental symmetry, as well as many other issues associated to cosmology and the inclusion of gravity. Here we take the first three of these shortcomings as valuable clues in determining the next step in the route towards physics Beyond the Standard Model.
One unaesthetic feature of the Standard Model is that the chiral nature of the weak interactions is put in by hand, through explicit violation of parity at the fundamental level. Moreover the AdlerBell-Jackiw anomalies [1, 2] are canceled miraculously and thanks to the ad-hoc choice of hypercharge assignments. Left-right symmetric schemes such as Pati-Salam [3] or the left-right symmetric models can be made to include parity and offer a solution to neutrino masses through seesaw mechanism [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and a way to "understand" hypercharge [6] . However in this case the number of fermion families is a free parameter.
Conversely, SU(3) c ⊗ SU(3) L ⊗ U(1) X schemes provide an explanation to the family number as a consequence of the quantum consistency of the theory [9, 10] , but are manifestly chiral, giving no dynamical meaning to parity. Even if these models allow for many ways to understand the smallness of neutrino mass either through radiative corrections [11, 12] or through various variants of the seesaw mechanism [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , their explicit chiral structure prevents a dynamical understanding of parity and its possible relation to the smallness of neutrino mass, precluding a deeper understanding of the meaning of the hypercharge quantum number.
In this paper we will address some of these issues jointly, suggesting that they are deeply related. Our framework will be an extended left-right symmetric model which implies the existence of mirror gauge bosons, i.e. in addition to weak gauge bosons we have right-handed gauge bosons so as to restore parity at high energies. We propose a unified description of left-right symmetry and 331 electroweak theories in terms of the extended SU(3) c ⊗ SU(3) L ⊗ SU(3) R ⊗ U(1) X gauge group as a common ancestor : Depending on the spontaneous symmetry breaking path towards the Standard Model one recovers either conventional SU (3) 
symmetry as the missing link on the road to physics beyond the Standard Model . Other constructions adopting these symmetries have been already mentioned in the literature. In [18, 19] a model for neutrino mass generation through dimension 5 operators is studied, and in [20, 21] models for the diphoton anomaly and dark matter were presented.
This work is organized as follows. We first construct a new left-right symmetric theory showing how the gauge structure is deeply related both to anomaly cancellation as well as the presence of parity at the fundamental level. In the next sections we build a minimal model where neutrino masses naturally emerge from the seesaw mechanism. Finally we study the symmetry breaking sector, identifying different patterns of symmetry breaking and showing how they are realized by different hierarchies of the relevant vacuum expectation values. In the appendix we outline the anomaly cancellation in the model.
THE MODEL
In this paper we propose a class of manifest left-right symmetric models based on the extended electroweak gauge group SU(3) c ⊗ SU(3) L ⊗ SU(3) R ⊗ U(1) X in which the electric charge generator is written in terms of the diagonal generators of SU(3) L,R and the U(1) X charge as
where β is a free parameter that determines the electric charge of the exotic fields of the model [22] [23] [24] , and its value is restricted by the SU(3) L,R and U(1) X coupling constants g L = g R = g and g X to comply with the relation
with θ W as the electroweak mixing angle [18] . This relation implies that β 2 < −1 + 1/(2 sin 2 θ W ), consistent with the original models [9, 10] 1 Notice that special features may arise for specific choices, such as β = 0, which contains fractionally charged leptons [25] . In a general SU(N) L ⊗ SU(M) R ⊗ U(1) X theory β = 0 always implies that the charge X becomes proportional to B − L. Moreover, for N, M > 2 the number of families must match the number of colors in order to cancel the anomaly, since two quark families transform as the fundamental representation and one as anti-fundamental. In order to illustrate the peculiar features of this class of models, that combine inherent aspects of both left-right symmetric models and 331 gauge structures, we will consider throughout this work, the general case where β is not fixed. The particle content and the transformation properties of the fields are summarized in table I. We assume manifest left-right symmetry, implemented by an additional Z 2 symmetry that acts as parity, interchanging SU(3) L and SU(3) R and transforming the fields as ψ
The model is unique up to exotic fermion charge assignments. Unfortunately, the choice β = √ 3 is excluded by consistency of the model.
Fermion fields are arranged in chiral multiplets
transforming as triplets or antitriplets under both SU(3) L,R groups. The electric charge of the third components of ψ a L,R determined by q is related to the parameter β through
In this setup, the mechanism behind anomaly cancellation is analogous to the one characterizing 331 models, as detailed in Appendix A. Thus the first interesting result in this framework is the fact that quantum consistency requires that the number of triplets must be equal to the number of antitriplets. This can be achieved if two quark multiplets transform as triplets whereas the third one transforms as an antitriplet, which in turn implies that the number of generations must coincide with the number of colors, an appealing property of 331 models [9] . The scalar sector needed for spontaneous symmetry breaking and fermion mass generation contains a bitriplet
a bi-fundamental field
The above fields transform as
The symmetry breaking pattern in the scalar sector is assumed to be driven by
where the vacuum expectation values (VEV) n and v R set the scale of symmetry breaking down to the standard model one, and subsequently k 1 , k 2 , k 3 and v L are responsible for the SM electroweak spontaneous symmetry breaking. Thus, for consistency,
In what follows we will explore spontaneous symmetry breaking patterns determined by the value of n/v R , as well as the natural expected hierarchy for the remaining VEVs
PARTICLE MASSES
We now turn to the Yukawa interactions of the theory. These are similar to the ones present in the most popular left-right symmetric models, namely
with h Q = (h Q ) † and h = (h ) † . After spontaneous symmetry breaking, the first line in Eq. (9) produces the following Dirac mass matrices for the Standard Model and exotic quarks:
Notice that in the absence of ρ, the quark mass matrices are block diagonal and the ratio between the electroweak scales k 1 and k 2 is fixed by the bottom and top masses k 2 /k 1 = m b /m t . Moreover, the upper 2×2 blocks in M u and M d are proportional. This implies that, in this limit the CKM matrix is trivial. As a result in our model ρ generates all entries of the quark mixing matrix, the Cabibbo angle, V ub as well as V cb .
For leptons the situation is qualitatively different. The charged lepton mass matrix is simply given by
and the new leptons χ q L,R form heavy Dirac pairs with masses
Concerning neutrinos, their mass matrix can be written as
where
Thus we obtain a combination of type I and type II seesaw mechanisms, the same situation than in the SU(2) L ⊗ SU(2) R models:
We now turn to the gauge boson masses which come as usual from their couplings with the scalars present in the theory. The relevant covariant derivative is defined as
where the vector bosons are expressed as a matrix
with Λ i as the Gell-Mann matrices. There are in total 17 gauge bosons in the physical basis, the photon: γ, four electrically neutral states: 
SCALAR POTENTIAL
The most general CP conserving scalar potential compatible with all the symmetries of the model is
with
The extremum conditions can be solved in terms of the dimensionful parameters of the potential
together with the conditions:
Assuming ≡
and natural values for the quartic couplings, the first condition leads to the well-known VEV seesaw relation
which characterizes dynamically the seesaw mechanism. This is consistent with the hierarchy between the VEVs v R k 1 v L and consequently, the second condition reduces to
at leading order in the Standard Model singlet VEVs n and v R . The latter shows clearly, as seen in Fig. 1 , that the primordial SU(3) c ⊗ SU(3) L ⊗ SU(3) R ⊗ U(1) X theory can break either directly to the Standard Model (central part of the plot) or through the intermediate SU(
phases, corresponding to the upper and lower regions, respectively. This behavior is mainly controlled by the quartic parameters λ 4 and λ 11 in the scalar potential. More details in the next section.
SPONTANEOUS SYMMETRY BREAKING
In order to recover the Standard Model at low energies we need to break the SU(
The breaking of the gauge structure can be achieved in several ways (see Fig. 2 ) depending on the value of n/v R . For n > v R k 1,2,3 the symmetry breaking pattern is:
At this stage one has φ =
R , and since φ carries no X charge, the resulting gauge group is SU(2)
It is important to notice that A is not involved in the electric charge definition since it reads The potential acquires the form
are the 2 × 2 upper left sub-matrices contained in the original SU(
, and the dots stand for the extra scalars. Apart from the existence of the scalar multiplet ρ and the extra symmetry U(1) A the situation here resembles the popular SU (3) [6] . The second step of the spontaneous symmetry breaking is carried out by ∆ R = 1 √ 2 diag(v R , 0, 0). We note here that the generators T 3 R and A are broken at this stage, though the combination
remains unbroken and hence can be identified with the Standard Model hypercharge. In this scenario, an SU(2) L ⊗ SU(2) R ⊗ U(1) B−L structure emerges as the effective theory at lower scales. Moreover, in this case, at energy scales above v R , we expect to observe new physics associated to a 331 model, such as virtual effects associated with exotic quarks and leptons and new gauge bosons, even if these particles are too heavy to show up directly.
Alternatively, if the VEV hierarchy is v R > n k 1,2,3 , the symmetry breakdown follows a different route
Spontaneous symmetry breaking paths in the SU(3)c ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R ⊗ U(1)X electroweak theory. See also Fig. 1 and the VEV seesaw relation in Eq. (24) as well as the breaking pattern determining condition in Eq. (25) . 
The potential in this case can be written as
, where the relevant fields transform under
In a second step the triplet φ A = Finally, a third situation in which n ∼ v R k 1,2,3 is also possible. The SU(3) c ⊗ SU(3) L ⊗ SU(3) R ⊗ U(1) X gauge group in this case is broken directly to the that of the Standard Model :
In this scenario one expects new physics associated to left-right and 331 symmetries at comparable energy scales.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have proposed a fully realistic scheme based on the SU(3) c ⊗ SU(3) L ⊗ SU(3) R ⊗ U(1) X gauge group. Quantum consistency requires that the number of families must match the number of colors, hence predicting the number of generations. In the simplest realization neutrino masses arise from a dynamical seesaw mechanism in which the smallness of neutrino masses is correlated with the observed V-A nature of the weak interaction. Depending on the symmetry breaking path to the Standard Model (see Figs. 1 and 2 ) one recovers either a SU(3) c ⊗ SU(2) L ⊗ SU(2) R ⊗ U(1) B−L theory or one based on the SU(3) c ⊗ SU(3) L ⊗ U(1) X gauge symmetry. This illustrates the versatility of the theory since, depending on a rather simple input parameter combination, it can mimic either of two apparently irreconcilable pictures of nature: one based upon left-right symmetry and another characterized by the SU(3) c ⊗ SU(3) L ⊗ U(1) X gauge group. Either of these could be the "next" step in the quest for new physics.
